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Abstract
Disüibuted multimedia systems have been designed and implemented for several
Computer platforms, operating and window systems. All of them are conceived
according to the paradigms of their specific environment. The Unix and the X window system with it's client(X1ib)-server approach is the most frequently used system for multimedia Prototypes in the research community.

Interoperability between different systems and vendors are provided by means of
common protocois and data (audio and video) coding formats. The next challenge
is to conceive system structures for distinct environrnents which are nicely inte
grated with the various paradigms. This paper outlines such an approach which is
currentiy under development at IBM ENC, Heidelberg. It provides distributed muliimedia services on AiX, it enhances the OS12 multimedia capabilities for distribution and integrates both as a distributed multimedia systea
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1 Introduction: Environment
At the IBM E w p e a n Networking Center (JZNC) in Heidelberg, Germany, several
HeiProjects have been established to develop protorypes that Support distributed
multimedia applications on RS16000s under9 AiX as weil as on PSl2s under OSl2 1
111. By "multimedia" we mean that continuous media such as audio and video is
always taken into account 133; 33cI. Within this framework we encornpass three
related areas:
The HEIDELBERG CONTINUOUS-MEDIA REALM (HeiCoRe) is concemed
with providing local multirnedia services to the applications. The essential services are the resource management and a real-time environment for stream handlers 1141. The resource management negotiates and guarantees the availability
of the required resources such as memory, processing, bandwidth and delay.
The real-time environment allows to fullfil these requirements by introducing
real-time into conventional operating system environments 1141. In the initial

phase we designed and implemented this system Support for AiX as weil as OS/
2. Note, as soon as multimedia products such as IBM's Multimedia Presentation Managern (MMPM/2) 1171 became available, we interfaced them replao
ing earlier Prototype code.
The HEIDELBERG T W S P O R T SYSTEM (HeiTS) transfers continuous
media data between systems over today's networks such as Token Ring or
FDDI in real time. The kind of media and it's properties are specsed by the
transport service User employing quality of service (QoS) Parameters, which
are then negotiated between the different HeiTS stacks. HeiTS comprises
access to the communication adaptors, ST I1 as a network layer and HeiTP as a
"thin" transport layer. HeiTS runs as a stream handler in the HeiCoRe environment and was the starting point of our integrated muitirnedia communication
system's research and development.
The HEIDELBERG MULTIMEDIA APPLXATION TOOLKIT (HeiMAT)
interfixes to HeiCoRe, providing a uniform distribution mechanism on both
platforms. It aliows for abstractions of muitimedia data, implements functions
that are cornmonly needed in multimedia applications like synchronization and
mixing of streams, arid finaiiy supplies the developer with these applicationspecific abstractions ready to use. It is aimed to supply AiX as weli as O S n
applications with the same homogeneous interface. This paper outlines the system architecture around HeiMAT which meets the requirements of these two
disiinct system environments. This is discussed in the framework of the respective evolutionary steps of distributed muitimedia systems.
In the research community people sometirnes tend to 'reinvent the wheel' as they
ignore the evolving products related to their specific topic(s). Conceming audio
and video in computing, there exist many 'local' muitimedia products, for example, IBM's Multimedia Presentation Manager12 1171, Microsoft's Multimedia
Extensions D21 and Apple's Quicktime 141. In several research driven projects similar capabilities were developed in conjunction with the specific application needs.
Distributed muitimedia systems should make use of these products by interfacing
the available components.

Several experimental systems provide HeiMAT like fünctions. Among them are
ACME D1 VOX 111, and Sventek's system 1341. Unlike HeiMAT, they are based
solely on one environment which differentiates our system somewhat. One goal of
the HeiProjects was to show this is not an insurmountable problem, rather a further
abstraction from the system details.
Section 2 reviews the initial steps in distributed multimedia systems with a
"hybrid" system structure, and Section 3 provides an overview of "unified" systems. In the next section the design demands as well as the available environments
on two distinct platfoms are outlined.

2 "Hybrid" System Structures
Early prototypes of disaibuted and local multimedia systerns, such as the Inte
grated Media Architecture Laboratory (IMAL), conceived at Bell Communications
Research in Red Bank 1211; or the Muse and Pygmalion system of MIT'S Project
Athena 116; 5; 261, were based on a "hybrid" system structure 1131. In this frarne
work, continuous media is mainly processed by devices located outside of the
workstations. Most of the real-time pmessing is performed by dedicated processors and not by the main CPU(s). Traditionally, instead of sending video data to a
workstation via a LAN for presentation in a window on the display, video data is
sent over dedicated channels to a separate video monitor as shown in Figure 1.
These devices are, however, attached to the worlcsiation and controlled by the
workstation's software.

Figure I : Hybrid Sstem
The DiME (Distributed Multimedia Environment) project, camed out at the ENC
in Heidelberg, was based on such a hybrid system structure. Continuous media is
routed over dedicated channels using off-theshelf hardware technology. Continuous and discrete media were integrated by connecting the audio and video equip
ment (e.g., CD players, VCRs) to a Computer via an RS-232C interface. Devices
could have been incorporated into the system as additional boards, for instance, the
audiolvideo data was processed in the workstation using IBM's AVC and MMotion adapters with respective system Software 124; 231. Further experiments
included the ActionMedia 750 and ActionMedia U (DVI) technology I81 for grabbing of images out of a video stream. DiME dealt with distributed, transparent

access to muitimedia resources like cameras and stored video sequences 127; 28;
291. It aimed to provide an "easy, but rich" cornmunication service as part of an
application programming interface, manipulating data strearns by controlling their
sources and sinks in a heterogeneous computing environment. Synchronization has
been a key issue in multimedia systems, it was also addressed in DiME by control
of the devices located at the sources and sinks I3 11.
Hybrid system stnictures require cost overheads for the additional devices not
being part of the workstations, e.g., the required interconnections do not make use
of available computer networks. The upgrade of a smaii system with about 10
involved workstations to a larger Set-up with, e.g., more than 50 computers
requires a considerable redesign of the hardware configuration, 'right-sizing' is difficuit. In this hybrid approach the computer handles continuous media devices
rather than the continuous media data. The audio and video data does not enter the
computer after being generated; rather it passes through separate devices and it's
own comrnunication lines. Furthermore, continuous media data can not be manipulated with a fine granularity, operations like 'start' and 'stop' are supported.
This leads to some dedicated problems, for example, in synchronization. It is very
difficult to achieve tight synchronization between discrete and continwus media.
Discrete media and continuous media data are transmitted over different networks
and processing nodes having different end-to-end delay characteristics. End-to-end
delay over continuous media paths is typicaüy shorter than for discrete media By
experiment, it is difficult and expensive (in t e m of buffer capacity) to delay continuous media data delivered from devices like carneras or microphones. If discrete
media is faster than continuous media, buffering and time stamping can be used to
slow down the data stream, however these situations very rarely occur 1321.

3 "Unified" System Structures
The control of continuous media can be more immediate if all data passes through
the computer system itself. This is only possible with digital data encoding. One of
the first systems featuring digital audio in a computer environment was the Etherphone system developed at XEROX PARC I351 in which an Ethemet is used for
data cornmunication and telephony. A similar early approach was used in a project
by AT&T in Naperviile 119; 201 where a fast packet-switching network was
directly attached to workstations. Enhancements to the UNIX operating system

introduced the notion of "connectors" and "active devices" for handling continu-

ous media

Figure 2: Unijied System

Our foiiow-on project in it's first phase, the Heidelberg High-Speed Transport System (HeiTS), is based on this unified digital system structure 191. Scheduling of
continuous media data can either be done exclusively in sofiware andlor by dedicated hardware, such as the ActionMedia I1 board (DVI). Both solutions require
real-time techniques in a timesharing environment (110; 251 similar to 130.
Most of today's systems being conceived and implemented follow this approach
The design of the distributed systems follows the paradigms available in the
respective environment. The cornmunication between such systems is made possible by using the Same protocols for continuous media, for example, ST I1 1121 with
HeiTP 171, or a multimedia capable XTP 1301. The challenges of the next generation is to design and implement system structures which are appropnate for different Computer architectures.

4 "Cross-Platform" System Structures
For the s e ~ c e provided
s
by such an approach we foresee the following demands /
151:

At the highest level it should be very easy to develop applications. The distributed system layer requires only the essential knowledge from the application in
order to supply the demanded services. Then it takes care of all the details
involved with establishment of data streams using devices in the distributed
system.
Coding technology is still evolving today, and it appears that cornmittee stan-

dards compete with de-facto standards, where various implementations provide
distinct algorithms for the same coding applications /33b/. The ISO JPEG standard defines compression and coding of Single images like many available defacto Standards. The ISO MPEG video specification defines compression and to
some extent competes with the CCITT H.261 and the DVI de-facto compression Standard. MPEG-2 is still to be defined for video compression with higher
quality. MPEG audio as weli as the CCITT G.721 and 722 proposals are aimed
at audio compression. Applications need to be developed without constraining
to certain coding techniques by making use of thepresentation transparency of
the distributed System layer.
Application must not see any differente in interfacing local or remote devices.
By this dismabutiontransparency the applications do not need to h o w explicitly the location of devices. Certainly by some appiications it is required to be
aware of the location and, e.g., to handle properly secuity aspects. Therefore,
for the appiication it should be possible to make use of this knowledge but, only
if it is required.
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Figure 3: Cross-PlatjonnArchitecture
The independence fi-om muliirnedia devices means to hide the characteristics of
physical devices, allowing for the development of portable applications. For the
remote control of a camera in order to change the position or to adjust the focus,
most of the available camera control units require different interfaces. Some of

them operate on a type of 'start and stop' semantics: the application is able to initiate or stop the movement. At other interfaces it is possible to speciij the relative
movement in term of, e.g., 'move north by 10 degrees'. Application programming
shouid be independeni of such implementation details. As a major interface metaphor, the application program interface shouid includes the notion of sources, sinks
and streams.

This set of demands together with the distinct environments of the two different
platforms impose hard design requirements on the system structure. The envisaged
dishibuted system layer (HeiMAT) has to be a seamless integrator of the available
paradigms on both platfom. The system structure is shown in the illustraiion
above.
The OSl2 platfom provides the MMPMJ2 as the local muitimedia extension to the
operating system MMPMn aiready ailows the definition of sources and sinks of
streams. HeiCoRe is used to add the resource management, it provides the reservation and scheduling of reserved resources in a distributed system taking into
account the characteristics of the networks 1361. MMPMl2 closely interacts with
the IBM's Presentation Manager which was designed for fast response times with a
large set of fünctions in a local environment.
For the input and output of discrete media in a distributed UNIX environment, the
X window system is the most widely used system. The layered approach of X is
encompassing a client server approach. We envisage the muitimedia support in a
disüibuted environment to be architected in a similar manner to X. A continuous
media server - which we call the AV server - comunicates with the window system for presentation on the comrnon display. The AV server encapsulates the functionaiity of HeiCoRe providing access to all types of strearn-oriented multimedia
deviceslfilters through a consistent interface. Native HeiCoRe applications coexist
with the AV server and can interface to HeiCoRe. Sirnilar to X, the cornmunication
between server and client is supported by an AV protocol which itself is hidden by
an AVlib. A typical tünction set provided by the AVüb will include operations for
creation, modification, connection, control, and destruction of the logical multirnedia devices. These devices operate in -adedicated red-time environment. HeiMAT
interfaces the AV server through the AVüb which can be seen as encapsulated into
HeiMAT. Using this AVlib interfäce, HeiMAT wiil provide a higher-level API
ailowing for easy development of distributed multimedia applicaiions. A prototype
of the AV server and AVlib was developed in an object onented C* hmework.
This basic level of HeiMAT is, therefore, analogous to the X toolkit level.
However, HeiMAT wiii also support the development of muitimedia interfaces
through special widget Sets similar to OSFIMotif. OS12 already incorporates these
through MMPW2 1181. These widgets provide the User of applications the sarne
'look and feel' for different multimedia applications. For t h s purpose in Am,
HeiMAT uses the X toolkit stack in conjunction with the AV server to provide it's

services.
The Media Control Interface is the native OS12 MMPMl2 component to be interfaced by applications. For the dismbution of this interface an X-like server is hing
built around this native OSD Interface. It is known as the 'AV Server' which distnbutes the remote calls to the local multimedia devices via the Media Control
Interface. Handles of the Presentation Manager's functions, which are used in the
MMPW2, can not be passed transparently as this window system has no clientj
server architecture such as X. Therefore the windowing application in OS12 will
always run at the client's station. In the first release of the distributed OS12 system,
HeiCam (Heidelberg Remote Camera Control) uses this transparent distributed
access to remote multimedia devices.
As an alternative to our solution the distribution can be hidden under the Media

Control Interface within the MMF'MI2. There, at least two approaches can be followed:
Each Media Driver estabiishes it's own communication with the remote entity(ies). As a consequence, there exist local as well as distributed Media Drivers. Ln our experiments it tumed out that the commonalities of the various
distributed Media Drivers are not taken into account. It must also be mentioned
that no general scheme to name and to address the respective remote services
exists.

AU kind of distribution is performed via the file system In terms of OSD
(unlike UNIX) all devices are not Seen as being of similar input-output nature.
The stream handlers are the sources and sinks of continuous data and, the file
system is just one of these stream handlers. This approach is a suitable altemative for homogenous environments which focus on Storage and retrieval applications. In such an approach the control of a remote cameras is handied similar
to the access to files. At the prograrnming interface we experienced that it is
easier to operate on streams, sinks and sources than only on files. Therefore we
did not follow this approach.
Due to the mentioned reasm we decide to build a server around the local multimedia fünctions and did not add distribution capabilities to individual entities
within this multimedia extension.
In our Heidelberg multimedia system, the HeiRAT component I361 is in charge of
the resource management. HeiRAT accepts quality of service (QoS) requests from
the AVlib (as part of HeiMAT). HeiRAT can be Seen as part of the AVserver which
serves for the QoS dernands as interface to the whole distributed system. It makes
use of the ST I1 flow specification to negotiate them among the whole set of
involved system cornponents /7b/. It provides a QoS calculation by optimizing one
QoS Parameter dependent on the resource charactenstics. Subsequently resources
are reserved according to the QoS guarantees. At the actual data transfer phase

resources are scheduled (in the real-time environment) to provide these guarantees.

As a part of the HeiProjects we architected this system structure and defined
HeiMAT to be the encapsulation of the client multimedia library. However,
HeiMAT goes beyond the existing multimedia services of IvlhiPM.1'2 and the
related AVlib interfaces in providing abstractions such as a video conferencing
module that serves as a buildmg block for muitirnedia applications.

5 Conclusion
Distributed multimedia system structures evolved from hybrid to unified
approaches. In several European projects around ESPRIT, RACE and DELTA as
weU as in national initiatives like BERKOM 1371, Systems are implemented which
interconnect UNIX and UNIX-like environments of different vendors. The next
generation will comprise cmss-plaflorm solutions which additionaliy Cover different system environments iike AiX and 0 9 2 .
This paper discusses an approach of such a cross-platform solution. Implementation of different basic components as well as the design of upper layer toolkit like
modules is in Progress. A h t system, together with a conferencing application
was shown at COMDEX, Las Vegas, November 1992 and at CeBIT, March 1993.
The current version (demonstrated at CeBIT'93) includes the main ideas as outlined in this paper.

As a matter of fact we were forced to provide the interoperabiiity of the different
platforms, therefore, in order to avoid a dupiication of work we developed this concept of portability and interoperabiiity between various platforms. We experienced
that the concept of the AWb and AVserver is exceilent to meet the requirements of
ease of development, distribution transparency, presentation transparency and
independence from multimedia devices. We see no reason why our system can not
be ported to non-IBM platforms.
We are still in the phase of redesign of the interface to the application including the
Application Specific and Genenc Functions. We have two different environments
and irnplementations which we are still not satisfied with. Each approach tends to
either be very effective and closely related to one specific operating system environment or it tends to be too genenc for being efficient to implement a whole set of
different applications on various machines. It is still an Open issue how such an
excellent interface in terms of, e.g., an object oriented class hierarchy shouid look
like in order to support the set of interactive as well as retrieval like multimedia
applications.
I would like to thank ail the application and applications support teams which are
in charge of the distributed system in the HeiProjects. Thomas Käppner provided
his in-depth X and UNIX experience in designing a tooikit approach for HeiMAT.
Jürgen Falter and Peter Sander contributed with their MMPMl2 experience. Tho-

rnas Meyer reminded us of all possible obstacles and helped with his exceptional
multimedia synchronization and abstractions experience. Ralf Guido Hemwich
intensively pushed all the initial steps and discussed in detail many issues of system structure. Dietmar Hehmann made extensive use of his profound OS12 as well
as An[ background in oder to get an aligned solution for both Systems. Ian Marsh
provided substantial contributions to the whole paper in it's final version.
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